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Revolutionary collections of  6 mm thick, large-format – 120 x 280 cm – porcelain tiles from Cerrad. 

An assortment of collections designed for the most exquisite of spaces. All, so that you can create  
the stunning effect of a uniform surface in elegant marble, sophisticated stone or concrete. 

These mega format collections are an excellent solution for those who enjoy design freedom without  
the constraints of tile size. They catch the eye, and bring in a dash of elegance and that big city style 
into any space.

Welcome these large format designs into your interiors!

LARGE 
FORMAT 
DESIGNS!

The time has come for
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C O N C R E T E
col lect ion

 

The Concrete collection is the essence of simplicity and elegance.  
The combination of concrete with impressive dimensions will allow you 
to create a minimalistic design which will be a perfect backdrop for 
designer furniture and functional accessories in day to day living areas 
and bathrooms just alike.

AVAILABLE COLOURS 

DESIGN WITHOUT LIMITS

SURFACE FINISH

Matt

DIMENSIONS

119,7 x 279,7 cm



76

Concrete beige 120 x 280

/ beige

6

Thanks to the cool and minimalistic look of the tiles emula-
ting concrete, you will add a unique expression to your original  
design in the spirit of modern interior trends.



98 9

Concrete gris 120 x 280

/ gris

Contrary to traditional concrete, which tends to wear out 
over time, gres tiles do not require impregnation. They present 
themselves perfectly on floors and walls in the bathroom, living 
room or bedroom.



1110

Concrete anthracite 120 x 280

/ anthracite

Uniform surfaces created with tiles from the Concrete collection 
can be accented by black, graphite and chrome, thus adding 
a distinct elegance to the whole design. The grays will create  
a background that enhances the feeling of spaciousness.

10
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5903313324922

Concrete gris

119,7 x 279,7

 

   - matt surface           - rectified tile          - colour body            - frost resistance

   R10   |   PEI  

0,6 cm4

        

   - floor tile           - wall tile         - number of graphic patterns         - tile thickness         R10 - non-slip qualities  

matt



1514

   R10   |   PEI  

5903313324960

Concrete beige

119,7 x 279,7

 

0,6 cm4

matt

   - matt surface           - rectified tile          - frost resistance

        

   - floor tile           - wall tile         - number of graphic patterns         - tile thickness         R10 - non-slip qualities  



1716

Concrete graphite

119,7 x 279,7

 

5903313325004

   R10   |   PEI  

0,6 cm4

matt

   - matt surface           - rectified tile          - colour body            - frost resistance

        

   - floor tile           - wall tile         - number of graphic patterns         - tile thickness         R10 - non-slip qualities  
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Concrete

119,7 x 279,7

Concrete anthracite
   R10   |   PEI  

0,6 cm45903313325042

matt

   - matt surface           - rectified tile          - colour body            - frost resistance

        

   - floor tile           - wall tile         - number of graphic patterns         - tile thickness         R10 - non-slip qualities  
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RAW MASTERY

AVAILABLE COLOURS 

S O F T C E M E N T
col lect ion

 

Fans of minimalistic interiors will greatly enjoy the structure of concrete  
that inspired the Softcement tile collection. An interesting structure 
along with patchwork accents, is a mix of several interior design trends, 
that create an impressive and consistent composition in the collection. 
The imitation of concrete in three shades of grey, combined with very 
attractive decor and tiles with 3D-print structure, adds a new and inte-
resting character to any room. The Softcement collection is recommen-
ded to customers that would like to capture the energy and harmony  
of subtle and consistent interiors.

SURFACE FINISH

Matt / Polished

DIMENSIONS

119,7 x 279,7 cm



2322

Softcement silver / graphite 120 x 280

/ silver

The interesting structure and the patchwork accents in the 
collection are a mixture of several interior trends, that create 
an interesting and coherent composition.

22
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Softcement white 120 x 280

/ white Matt or polished, the gres surface in one of the three shades of gray 
will work perfectly with wood and stone.



2726

Softcement white

119,7 x 279,7

polished  PEI  

0,6 cm45903313317627

    - polished finish          - rectified tile            - frost resistance

        

   - floor tile           - wall tile         - number of graphic patterns         - tile thickness



2928

   R9   |   PEI  

Softcement white

119,7 x 279,7

matt

5903313315890 4 0,6 cm

   - matt surface           - rectified tile            - frost resistance

        

   - floor tile           - wall tile         - number of graphic patterns         - tile thickness         R9 - non-slip qualities  
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 PEI  

Softcement silver

119,7 x 279,7

 

polished

5903313317641 4 0,6 cm

    - polished finish          - rectified tile           - colour body            - frost resistance

        

   - floor tile           - wall tile         - number of graphic patterns         - tile thickness
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Softcement silver

119,7 x 279,7

5903313315913

matt    R9   |   PEI  

4 0,6 cm

   - matt surface           - rectified tile          - colour body            - frost resistance

        

   - floor tile           - wall tile         - number of graphic patterns         - tile thickness         R9 - non-slip qualities  



3534

 PEI  

119,7 x 279,7

 

Softcement graphite
polished

5903313317665 4 0,6 cm

    - polished finish          - rectified tile           - colour body            - frost resistance

        

   - floor tile           - wall tile         - number of graphic patterns         - tile thickness



3736

 PEI  

119,7 x 279,7

 

Softcement graphite

5903313315937

   R9   |   PEI  matt
4 0,6 cm

   - matt surface           - rectified tile          - colour body            - frost resistance

        

   - floor tile           - wall tile         - number of graphic patterns         - tile thickness         R9 - non-slip qualities  
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AVAILABLE COLOURS 

LIGHTNESS IN MARBLE

S T A T U A R I O  N U O V O
col lect ion

 

The bright side of marble elegance. Tiles with a perfectly smooth, 
near white surface accompanied by dynamic veins in gray shades, will  
beautifully brighten up the interior and provide it with a unique  
lightness. They will fit perfectly in the modern glamour style, where  
together with some intriguing accessories, they will create an interior  
full of chic character.

SURFACE FINISH

Polished

DIMENSIONS

119,7 x 279,7 cm



4140

Statuario nuovo 120 x 280

The versatile Statuario nuovo tiles are perfect for both,  
small flats and stately interiors of apartments or residences. 
Flawlessly mimicking marble, they are sure to brighten up  
any interior.

40

/ nuovo
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Statuario nuovo 120 x 280

/ nuovo White marble is the perfect material to work with when creating  
a beautiful, spacious and timeless bedroom. It goes superbly with any 
style, from English to Art Deco.



4544

 PEI  

Statuario nuovo

119,7 x 279,7

polished

5903313327527 4 0,6 cm

    - polished finish          - rectified tile            - frost resistance

        

   - floor tile           - wall tile         - number of graphic patterns         - tile thickness
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THE GRANDEUR OF MARBLE

AVAILABLE COLOURS 

C A L A C A T T A  G O L D
col lect ion

 

The Calacatta Gold collection is where we find beautiful veining  
patterns of luxury marble in porcelain stoneware tiles to add glamour 
and timeless elegance to the interior. Tiles in white and grey colours, 
with slight gold tinting, brighten and revitalise the arranged space, and 
in combination with distinctive accents of the decors, add a unique 
character to the interior.

SURFACE FINISH

Matt / Polished

DIMENSIONS

119,7 x 279,7 cm



4948 49

Calacatta gold 120 x 280

The universal nature of marble is its great advantage,  
as it looks exceptional in both, classic and modern designs. 
It’s a great base for an economic and minimalistic design,  
it looks fantastic in a duet with wood creating a homely scandi 
atmosphere, and in the company of gold and glass – it dazzles 
in a glamour style.

/ gold



5150

Calacatta gold

119,7 x 279,7

 

polished

5903313317504 4 0,6 cm

 PEI  

    - polished finish          - rectified tile            - frost resistance

        

   - floor tile           - wall tile         - number of graphic patterns         - tile thickness
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Calacatta gold

119,7 x 279,7

 

   R9   |   PEI  matt

5903313315777 4 0,6 cm

   - matt surface           - rectified tile            - frost resistance

        

   - floor tile           - wall tile         - number of graphic patterns         - tile thickness         R9 - non-slip qualities  
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PERFECT IMITATION

AVAILABLE COLOURS 

C A L A C A T T A  W H I T E
col lect ion

 

With its white tints, the Calacatta White collection shows the Statuario  
lines of the most beautiful white marble, with excellent precision. 
The polished surface of these tiles is reminiscent of Mediterranean like 
interiors, while the matt version fits perfectly into modern aesthetics, 
complementing wood and metal textures.

SURFACE FINISH

Matt / Polished / Satin

DIMENSIONS

119,7 x 279,7 cm
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Calacatta white 120 x 280

Cerrad tiles inspired by the unique beauty of the Italian bed-
rock, are a great way to smuggle a bit of natural beauty into 
the interior. The refined graphic details create an impeccable 
resemblance to real marble. Regardless of what we combine 
our marble with, a base such as this is a terrific way to create 
a beautiful, elegant, stylish and timeless interior.

56

/ white
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Calacatta white

119,7 x 279,7

 

5903313317528 4 0,6 cm

 PEI  polished

    - polished finish          - rectified tile            - frost resistance

        

   - floor tile           - wall tile         - number of graphic patterns         - tile thickness
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Calacatta white

119,7 x 279,7

 

matt

5903313315791

   R9   |   PEI  

4 0,6 cm

   - matt surface           - rectified tile            - frost resistance

        

   - floor tile           - wall tile         - number of graphic patterns         - tile thickness         R9 - non-slip qualities  
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Calacatta white

119,7 x 279,7

satin

5903313317689

  PEI  

4 0,6 cm

   - satin finish           - rectified tile            - frost resistance

        

   - floor tile           - wall tile         - number of graphic patterns         - tile thickness         R9 - non-slip qualities  
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AVANT-GARDE ELEGANCE

AVAILABLE COLOURS 

M A R Q U I N A  N E R O
col lect ion

 

Tiles from the Marquina collection are a suggestion for those who look 
for a more avantgarde solution, worthy of the most exquisite of spaces.   
The surface, in elegant shades of black, distinguishes itself by the  
densely scattered veining patterns, thanks to which the interior acquires 
the look of tasteful elegance. The Marquina collection presents itself 
amazingly, as it fluidly transitions from floor to wall, giving the interior 
depth, elegance and style.

SURFACE FINISH

Polished

DIMENSIONS

119,7 x 279,7 cm
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Marquina nero 120 x 280

/ nero

The great advantage of marble is its universal nature, as it looks  
exceptional in both, classic and modern designs. It’s a perfect foun-
dation for an economic and minimalistic design and it looks wonderful  
in a duet with natural wood and wood like tiles alike.



6968

/ nero

Marble tiles are a timeless, practical and universal idea for 
any interior design concept. Regardless of where they’re used, 
the tiles will bring lots of character and a unique atmosphere  
to any interior.

Marquina nero 120 x 280

68
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Marquina nero

119,7 x 279,7

 

polished

5903313327541 4 0,6 cm

    - polished finish          - rectified tile           - colour body            - frost resistance

        

   - floor tile           - wall tile         - number of graphic patterns         - tile thickness
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CLASSIC STYLE IN A NEW VERSION

AVAILABLE COLOURS 

M A R Q U I N A  G O L D
col lect ion

 

The collection with densely dispersed golden veining gives every  
interior an elegant, noble and glamorous feel. Inspired by fine marble, 
the Marquina porcelain stoneware tile collection is primarily intended 
for fans of elegant, timeless interiors arranged with a subtle reference  
to the latest trends. The tones of the tiles perfectly represent the  
complex veining of natural stone, giving any space the look and feel  
of luxurious ambience.

SURFACE FINISH

Matt / Polished

DIMENSIONS

119,7 x 279,7 cm
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Marquina gold 120 x 280

The tonal motif of the tiles perfectly portrays the intricate  
network of veining patterns found in natural stone, thus emu-
lating an aura of luxury. Wall and floor tiles from the Marquina 
Gold collection will bring luxury to living rooms, kitchens  
or bathrooms alike, where the quality of the finishing material 
combines with the unique atmosphere of the interior.  

74

/ gold
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Marquina gold 120 x 280

Materials such as wood, metal and glass go well with black 
marble – however, white marble also looks great along its side. 
Such combinations in a black & white mood will be a great 
alternative for people who are looking for interesting contrasts 
in the interior.

/ gold

77
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Marquina gold

119,7 x 279,7

5903313317542 4 0,6 cm

polished

    - polished finish          - rectified tile           - colour body            - frost resistance

        

   - floor tile           - wall tile         - number of graphic patterns         - tile thickness
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Marquina gold

119,7 x 279,7

5903313315814

   R9   |   PEI  matt
4 0,6 cm

   - matt surface           - rectified tile          - colour body            - frost resistance

        

   - floor tile           - wall tile         - number of graphic patterns         - tile thickness         R9 - non-slip qualities  
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UNPRECEDENTED STYLE

AVAILABLE COLOURS 

O N I X  B L U E
col lect ion

 

Attention to detail is the key necessity when it comes to products meant 
for the most exquisite of places. If you are looking for tiles that will give 
your interior style and elegance, then you are looking for Onix blue, the 
large format tiles in shades of blue. They are inspired by of the most 
beautiful stones in the world and they will work ideally, no matter what 
your needs may be. 

The collection, long-awaited by designers, possesses elegance  
and superbly emphasizes the modern character of the interior.

SURFACE FINISH

Polished

DIMENSIONS

119,7 x 279,7 cm
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Onix blue 120 x 280

Tiles from the Onix blue collection can be combined with 
neutral accents: wood or surfaces in uniform shades, but also 
with some of the more uncommon details finished in black  
or gold, which in turn will add a distinctive character to the 
whole design.

84

/ blue
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Onix blue

119,7 x 279,7

polished

5903313327480 4 0,6 cm

 PEI  

    - polished finish          - rectified tile            - frost resistance

        

   - floor tile           - wall tile         - number of graphic patterns         - tile thickness
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ADORNMENT FOR ANY INTERIOR

AVAILABLE COLOURS 

O N I X  W H I T E
col lect ion

 

The brighter face of the Onix white tiles will ensure that a given space 
is not only utilitarian, but that it also becomes a place for relaxation 
and leisure. 

Large-format tiles emulating white stone, offer a wide range of design  
options for the interior, both private and commercial. The irregular 
patterns in shades of gray and white will optically enlarge the space,  
and become an ideal solution for contemporary projects.

SURFACE FINISH

Polished

DIMENSIONS

119,7 x 279,7 cm
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Onix white 120 x 280

/ white

The collection will perfectly combine with materials such as wood,  
stone, glass, and golden accessories, thus creating unique compo-
sitions together. It will wow, above all, supporters of modern designs 
that are searching for something alluring and captivating.
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Onix white

119,7 x 279,7

 

5903313327503 4 0,6 cm

 PEI  polished

    - polished finish          - rectified tile            - frost resistance

        

   - floor tile           - wall tile         - number of graphic patterns         - tile thickness
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TIMELESS ELEGANCE

AVAILABLE COLOURS 

M A S T E R S T O N E
col lect ion

 

Masterstone is a guarantee of elegance, style and unconventional  
solutions in any interior. Inspired by the Fior Di Bosco stone, this collec-
tion of porcelain stoneware tiles combines the elegance of stone with  
a subtle pattern of metamorphic rocks. Thanks to this creative  
combination, one can create an elegant space attractive to every 
luxury lover.

SURFACE FINISH

Matt / Polished

DIMENSIONS

119,7 x 279,7 cm
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Masterstone graphite 120 x 280

Marble presents itself beautifully in modern interiors; it’s the 
ideal backdrop for simple furnishings and accessories.

/ graphite
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Masterstone silver 120 x 280

Ceramic tiles inspired by natural stone patterns will adorn every  
bathroom. The versatility and timelessness of this material makes  
it perfect for nearly all designs: from minimalistic to those bursting  
with luxury.

/ silver
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/ white

The diversity and beauty of the Masterstone collection means 
that it can be used in any interior - modern, industrial, contem-
porary, minimalistic, but also vintage or classic as well. The tiles 
help to create a design that’s elegant and sublime.

Masterstone white 120 x 280

100
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polished

Masterstone white

119,7 x 279,7

5903313317566

 PEI  

4 0,6 cm

    - polished finish          - rectified tile            - frost resistance

        

   - floor tile           - wall tile         - number of graphic patterns         - tile thickness
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Masterstone white

119,7 x 279,7

5903313315838

   R9   |   PEI  matt
4 0,6 cm

   - matt surface           - rectified tile           - frost resistance

        

   - floor tile           - wall tile         - number of graphic patterns         - tile thickness         R9 - non-slip qualities  
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Masterstone silver

119,7 x 279,7

5903313317580

 PEI  

4 0,6 cm

polished

    - polished finish          - rectified tile           - colour body            - frost resistance

        

   - floor tile           - wall tile         - number of graphic patterns         - tile thickness
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Masterstone silver

119,7 x 279,7

5903313315852

   R9   |   PEI  matt
4 0,6 cm

   - matt surface           - rectified tile          - colour body            - frost resistance

        

   - floor tile           - wall tile         - number of graphic patterns         - tile thickness         R9 - non-slip qualities  
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Masterstone graphite

119,7 x 279,7

5903313317603

 PEI  

4 0,6 cm

polished

    - polished finish          - rectified tile           - colour body            - frost resistance

        

   - floor tile           - wall tile         - number of graphic patterns         - tile thickness
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Masterstone graphite

119,7 x 279,7

5903313315876

   R9   |   PEI  matt
4 0,6 cm

   - matt surface           - rectified tile          - colour body            - frost resistance

        

   - floor tile           - wall tile         - number of graphic patterns         - tile thickness         R9 - non-slip qualities  
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A DISTINCT TOUCH

T A C O M A
col lect ion

 

With a distinct texture, slightly glossy surface and five colour versions  
– Tacoma is a perfect duo formed by design and nature.  
The collection, inspired by the beauty of stone, will add a touch  
of originality to every interior and create a marvellous combination  
with both intense and muted colours.

AVAILABLE COLOURS 

SURFACE FINISH

Matt

DIMENSIONS

119,7 x 279,7 cm
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Tacoma silver / grey 120 x 280

Thanks to its properties, the Tacoma collection can be used 
in places with increased or even extreme usage - in the 
living room of a home or on the terrace and in public places.  
The original pattern mimicking natural stone enhances the 
effect of modernity and allows you to create stunning designs.

/ silver

/ grey

116
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Tacoma steel 120 x 280

/ steel

Tiles in shades of gray can be used on floors, walls, become a unique 
interior decoration or a subdued base of the design. They will provide 
a unique look that will change the space not only in the living room  
or kitchen, but also the bathroom.



121120 121

Tacoma sand 120 x 280  |  Marquina gold 120 x 280

/ sand

The large format of the tiles will allow you to design a cha-
racteristic concrete wall in the living room and bedroom.   
When combined with designer furniture and original  
details, it will create an eye-catching, eclectic design  
in a modern style.

/ Marquina gold
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Tacoma grey 120 x 280

Shades of gray are one of the most popular colours used in modern  
interior designs. They are universal, they match a plethora of other  
colors and materials, and with their timeless nature, it means that  
in spite of the dynamically changing trends, they will always remain  
in fashion.

/ grey
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Tacoma white

119,7 x 279,7

5903313325080

   R9   |   PEI  matt
4 0,6 cm

   - matt surface           - rectified tile            - frost resistance          - textured surface  

        

   - floor tile           - wall tile         - number of graphic patterns         - tile thickness         R9 - non-slip qualities
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Tacoma silver

119,7 x 279,7

5903313325448

   R9   |   PEI  matt
4 0,6 cm

   - matt surface           - rectified tile            - frost resistance          - textured surface  

        

   - floor tile           - wall tile         - number of graphic patterns         - tile thickness         R9 - non-slip qualities
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Tacoma grey

119,7 x 279,7

5903313325486

   R9   |   PEI  matt
4 0,6 cm

   - matt surface           - rectified tile          - colour body            - frost resistance          - textured surface  

        

   - floor tile           - wall tile         - number of graphic patterns         - tile thickness         R9 - non-slip qualities
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Tacoma sand

119,7 x 279,7

5903313327329

   R9   |   PEI  matt
4 0,6 cm

   - matt surface           - rectified tile            - frost resistance          - textured surface  

        

   - floor tile           - wall tile         - number of graphic patterns         - tile thickness         R9 - non-slip qualities
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Tacoma steel

119,7 x 279,7

5903313325400

   R9   |   PEI  matt
4 0,6 cm

   - matt surface           - rectified tile          - colour body            - frost resistance          - textured surface  

        

   - floor tile           - wall tile         - number of graphic patterns         - tile thickness         R9 - non-slip qualities
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TECHNICAL PROPERTIES AND STANDARDS

VALUES ACCORDING TO THE STANDARD
PN - EN 14411:2013-04 ANNEX G AND DECLARED – PORCELAIN TILE

PN – EN 14411:2013-04 ANNEX G and declared

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES REQUIREMENTS MEAN VALUE ACHIEVED

Water absorption, tests according
to PN-EN ISO 10545-3 E ≤ 0,5% 0,05% – 0,10%

Breaking force, tests according
to PN-EN ISO 10545-4

for thickness  
< 7,5 mm – ≥ 700 N

for thickness  
≥ 7,5 mm – ≥ 1300 N

1300-1500 N
2000-2200 N

Flexural strength, tests according
to PN-EN ISO 10545-4 > 35 N/mm2 40-50 N/mm2

Abrasion resistance, tests according
to PN-EN ISO 10545-7

according to the
manufacturer’s declaration cl. 3 – 5

Frost resistance, tests according
to PN-EN ISO 10545-12 required resistant

Chemical resistance, tests according
to PN-EN ISO 10545-13,

– to acids and bases of low concentration,
– to acids and bases of high concentration,

– to household agents/water pool salts

according to the
manufacturer’s classification

– min. B

– LA
– HA
– A

Non-slip qualities, tests according
to DIN 51130 + complementary procedures

according to the
manufacturer’s declaration

smooth and rustic surface 
– R9-R11

Lead and cadmium release
PN-EN ISO 10545-15

requirements of the  
Commission directive  

2005/31/EC
≤ 0,2 mg/l for lead

≤ 0,02 mg/l for cadmium

Lead < 0,1 mg/dm3

Cadmium < 0,02 mg/dm3

Natural radioactivity  
ITB 455/2010 no requirements below regulatory safety limits

Resistance to staining  
PN-EN ISO 10545-14 min. 3 cl. (GL) cl. 5

Cracking resistance, tests according
to PN-EN ISO 10545-11 required resistant

Thermal shock resistance, test according
to PN-EN ISO 10545-9 required resistant

DIMENSIONS AND SURFACE FLATNESS
NOMINAL DIMENSION N

7 cm ≤ N < 15 N ≥ 15 cm

te
sts

 ac
co

rd
ing

 to
PN

-E
N 

IS
O 

10
54

5-
2 length ± 0,9 mm ± 0,6% and max ± 2,0 mm

width ± 0,9 mm ± 0,6% and max ± 2,0 mm

thickness ± 0,5 mm ± 5% and max ± 0,5 mm

deflection from the straight angle ± 0,75 mm ± 0,5% and max ± 2,0 mm

surface flatness ± 0,75 mm ± 0,5% and max ± 2,0 mm

Resistant to acids, chemicals and salts

UV resistantFlexural strength 

Frost resistant

Dimensions (cm) Pieces on a pallet m2 on a pallet Pallet weight (kg) Pallet dimensions (mm) Frost resistance

A-FRAME

119,7x279,7x0,6

38 127,3 1980 2900x1479x750

PALLET 25 83,75 1340 3030x1360x380

DIMENSIONS & PACKAGING

303 cm
136 cm

38 cm

290 cm
75 cm

147,9 cm

This catalogue does not constitute an offer as defined in the Civil Code provisions. 
The actual appearance of tiles may differ from that presented in the pictures contained herein. 

All rights reserved © CERRAD Ltd. 2021.

PROPERTIES
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CERRAD Ltd.

Radomska 49 B Street

27-200 Starachowice

tel. +48 800 237 723

office@cerrad.com

www.cerrad.com


